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Introduction  
Organizations are focusing intently on their workers and the core 
elements of the employee experience now due to the current economic 
climate. At a time when select talent is in short supply and challenging 
work conditions are accelerating the "Great Resignation" wave of worker 
exodus, employers are keenly aware that traditional work tools and 
management models require modernization. 

Enterprises are seeking to optimize their workforce to achieve key 
business objectives. Optimization calls for putting the right people in the 
right place at the right time while giving workers visibility and flexibility. 
This is a dramatically different approach from pre-pandemic ways of 
looking at onsite-only, task-based work and worker engagement. As the pandemic forced organizations to adopt more 
digital-first approaches to work in absence of solely onsite models, the benefits of improving the employee experience 
became clear.  

Improved communication and collaboration tools are helping ensure more efficient, innovative, and culturally 
meaningful engagement for workers across functions. Introducing automation into day-to-day work and workflows has 
enabled employees to focus on higher-value work and provided managers with better insight into improving  
worker experiences. Technologies, policies, and practices have shifted, challenging organizations to adopt new and more 
dynamic ways of learning and sharing information in the flow of daily work to ensure they can weather disruptions and 
learn to become more resilient.  

  

Demand for better workforce management and intelligent digital workspaces dedicated 
to supporting improved employee experience will grow as organizations compete for 
scarce talent. The best workforce management solutions will drive measurably better 
business results. 

KEY STATS 
» 44% of organizations worldwide plan to 

increase spending on employee 
experience technologies. 

» By 2023, 70% of connected workers in 
task-based roles will use intelligence 
embedded in adaptive digital workspaces 
to engage clients/colleagues and drive 
enterprise productivity. 

AT A GLANCE 
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Key Trends  
Over the past two years, remote and hybrid knowledge workers, as well as deskless shift workers, have seen dramatic 
changes in the ways they get their jobs done. Not only have the volume and intensity of work increased but new ways of 
working have emerged that rely much more heavily on the following:  

» Automation of processes and integrated workflows — enabling employees and managers alike to focus on 
higher-value tasks and to drive greater process efficiency, productivity, and employee engagement. 

» Infusion of AI and ML across applications — enabling personalized and adaptive support of employee experiences 
and employee management systems that drive improved insights into individual and team behaviors while using 
employee data and feedback to trigger actions that improve both employee experience and business outcomes.    

» Digital access to people, processes, tools, and data needed to get work done — providing seamless and 
integrated and AI-enabled access to critical work data, HR tools, and key collaborators in a secure environment.  
IDC predicts that by 2023, 70% of connected workers in task-based roles will use intelligence embedded in adaptive 
digital workspaces to engage clients/colleagues and drive enterprise productivity. 

» New ways of learning skills and sharing information in the flow of work — based on AI and automation tools that 
intelligently provide guidance and opportunities to easily seek and receive needed information.  

» Modernized communication and collaboration — enabling two-way communications with employees to ensure 
timely feedback and responsive management models.  

An additional, equally important trend is establishing continuous feedback on employee sentiment without being 
disruptive. The best solution is one that dovetails into the flow of work. As organizations accelerate their adoption of 
automation and collaboration technologies, leaders are learning to better apply analytics in service of improving 
productivity, workforce management, and employee experience. Where teams once were purely measured using task-
based analytics, organizations are now applying more agile metrics to measure productivity. 

Moreover, organizations are starting to measure team behaviors and focus on how they can be enhanced through the 
use of improved collaboration and communication tools and organizational policies that offer workers greater input and 
agency in defining their work experience.  

HR, in particular, needs to expand its role from traditional programmatic and hierarchical models of top-down 
communication to collaborate much more closely with IT, deploying more interactive and collaborative applications to 
engage employees. As HR leaders consider requirements for safe and secure onsite work, they must gain expertise in 
many new technologies that enable integrated workflows for remote onboarding. Where organizations once would have 
run in-person workshops, they now use two-way communication channels and conduct quick polling. These tools are 
replacing push notifications and annual surveys. Multichannel digital outreach tools that facilitate staffing, scheduling, 
and emergency management are likewise replacing analog technologies.    

When IDC surveyed IT and line-of-business (LOB) leaders about their top business priorities in 2021, over 50% of 
respondents indicated that their organizations were focused on retaining the right people to improve customer 
acquisition and retention rates. In sum, employee experience and customer experience dovetail as critical priorities.  
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The correlation between establishing a mature employee experience and better business outcomes is impacting IT 
spending on engagement technologies. IDC research repeatedly shows employee and workforce engagement 
technologies as areas of increased spend despite tighter IT budgets. In fact, 44% of organizations worldwide, and 47% in 
the United States, plan to increase spending on these technologies. In total, over 70% of organizations plan to maintain or 
step up spending on employee experience.  

Definition 
Workforce optimization: Ongoing management and optimization of an organization's workforce through intelligent 
labor forecasting, scheduling, time and attendance, tasks, and accommodations. A best-in-class workforce management 
platform should provide all the components to enable "the right person, in the right location, at the right time, with the 
right skills," in addition to communication, collaboration, feedback, and automation with AI to connect data to action and 
provide better insights.  

Benefits 
The benefits of adopting a intelligent workforce management platform include the following:  

» Higher productivity 

» Improved business results and customer satisfaction 

» Lower administrative costs 

» More effective staffing 

» Predictable labor costs 

» Improved employee engagement driving talent retention 

In IDC's Future Enterprise Resiliency and Spending Survey, 58% of IT and LOB 
leaders indicated that customer satisfaction is a key metric used to evaluate 
employee productivity, which is highest when strong employee experience 
programs are in place.  

IDC research on employer investments in employee experience shows that organizations with the most mature 
employee experience programs have employees who are:  

» 35x more likely to feel part of one team driving business results 

» 12x more likely to feel very committed with a deep sense of purpose and connection to their work 

» 2x more likely to feel that their employer communicates with them well 

IDC research on 
employer investments in 
employee experience 
shows that organizations 
with the most mature 
employee experience 
programs have 
employees who are 
invested in better 
business outcomes. 
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Considering WorkForce Software 
WorkForce Software is a global provider of workforce management solutions with integrated employee experience 
capabilities. The WorkForce Suite ties the employee experience process into the employee's normal flow of work, 
leveraging data about the employee to provide a seamless feedback approach.   

The WorkForce Suite offers a modern workforce management platform with the following components:  

» WorkForce Performance: Forecasting, scheduling, time and attendance, tasks, and absence 

» WorkForce Accelerators: Absence compliance, fatigue management, phone entry, global templates,  
compliance portal, clocks 

» WorkForce Experience: Communications, documents, training, surveys 

» WorkForce Intelligence: Insights, analytics, chatbots, assistant 

The WorkForce platform offers an intelligent decision architecture, automation, and integration as well as compliance 
assurance and employee authentication.  

Integrated with Oracle HCM, WorkForce Software delivers a solution designed to maximize customer ROI with productized 
integrations and a seamless user experience. WorkForce Software, powered by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, reportedly 
meets high service-level agreement (SLA) metrics and can improve performance by 40%, according to the company.  

Challenges 

Many organizations managing deskless shift workers struggle to move beyond hierarchical leadership models that limit 
two-way communication despite offering tools and technologies to empower workers. For organizations willing to invest 
in workforce management technologies, this is a crowded and competitive market with a range of solutions from both 
large market leaders and agile start-ups looking to capitalize on current investments in employee experience.  
WorkForce will need to educate customers on the value of its integrated component approach and how it addresses 
business challenges that enterprise buyers face because of changing workplace and employee expectations. 

Conclusion  
IDC believes that the market for workforce management and intelligent digital workspaces dedicated to supporting 
improved employee experience will grow as the demand for talent and improved employee experience grows. 
Enterprises with the best workforce management solutions will drive measurably better business results. To the extent 
that WorkForce can continue to evolve its traditional workforce management offerings with enhanced cloud and 
analytics capabilities, the company will have a significant opportunity for success. 
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Amy Loomis is Research Director for IDC's worldwide Future of Work market research service. Ms. Loomis 
covers the growing influence of technologies such as artificial intelligence, data analytics, robotics, 
augmented and virtual reality, and intelligent process automation in changing the nature of work.  
Her research looks at how these technologies influence workers' skills and behaviors, organizational culture, 
and worker experience and how the workspace itself is enabling the future enterprise. 

 

Lisa Rowan, Research Vice President, HR, Talent, and Learning Strategies 
Lisa Rowan is Research Vice President for IDC responsible for global research on human capital and talent 
management software and services. Ms. Rowan provides expert analysis focused on both the business 
services and software used to address HR and talent-related dimensions. Her research addresses 
developments in human capital and talent management applications, human resources consulting, and HR 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

Truly complementary to your Oracle HCM or technology solutions, WorkForce Software is Oracle's preferred 
workforce management partner. With a pre-built integration from the WorkForce Suite to Oracle HCM, Oracle 
customers can quickly gain the same benefits as 1,100+ WorkForce Software customers. Powered by Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure, the WorkForce Suite is a best-of-breed cloud solution. Learn more and request a demo here. 
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